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(54) System, method and product for processing utility data

(57) A system, method and computer program prod-
uct for providing data from a plurality of physically sepa-
rate databases storing utility data to a plurality of software
applications is provided. In one embodiment, the com-
puter system comprises a first set of adaptors for access-
ing a plurality of measurement databases that store
measurement data supplied via a plurality of nodes and
derived from measurements of a plurality of parameters
of a power grid, a second set of adaptors configured to
access one or more databases that store property data

comprising data of the plurality of network nodes, a third
set of adaptors configured to access one or more con-
nectivity databases that store connectivity data compris-
ing the connectivity of the plurality of nodes, a node map
stored in a memory that includes data sufficient for as-
sociating each of the plurality of nodes with at least one
of the plurality of separate databases, and a data inter-
face responsive to requests from the plurality of software
applications and configured to identify one or more of the
adaptors to which to provide data requests based on the
node map.
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Description

Cross Reference to Related Applications

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Pro-
visional Application No. 61/022,347, filed January 20,
2008, entitled "System, Method, and Product for
Processing Utility Data", which is incorporated herein by
reference in its entirety for all purposes.

Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention generally relates to utility
data systems and methods, and more particularly to sys-
tems, methods and computer program products for inte-
grating and managing utility data.

Background of the Invention

[0003] Utility companies, such as power utility compa-
nies, collect various data relating to the delivery of utility
services to customers. Such data may include consumer
demographic data, power parameter measurement data,
infrastructure configuration data, topology data and other
data. Such data may be processed for various purposes,
such as for billing, purchasing energy on the grid, distri-
bution, performance optimization, infrastructure repair,
and maintenance. Typically, utility companies are organ-
ized into various autonomous departments. In particular,
the various departments have separate information tech-
nology (IT) systems for data storage and analysis oper-
ations. The result is these ’silo’ IT systems operate as
islands of data that generally are not accessible by other
departments. Accordingly, there is a need to integrate
these islands of data so that all the data may be accessed
by any software application (of other departments or third
parties) as desired by the utility. There is also a need to
expose data and information across all IT systems to
allow analytics, reports, alarms and notifications of an IT
system to be exposed to all other IT systems of the utility.
[0004] In addition, it is highly desirable that utilities op-
erate efficiently. To do so, utilities need increased mon-
itoring and control of the utility infrastructure, which may
require transparent access to any and all of the raw utility
data by third party applications and other departments.
This can be especially challenging when waveform and
complex data as well as metadata, such as asset infor-
mation and network connectivity data is required. Accord-
ingly, there is a need for various IT sources to interface
with raw data sources. Further, with many departments
having many systems for performing their functions,
there is a need to integrate many different systems re-
questing access to utility-related data.
[0005] These and other needs may be addressed by
one or more embodiments of the present invention.

Summary of the Invention

[0006] The present invention provides a system, meth-
od system, method and computer program product for
providing data from a plurality of physically separate da-
tabases storing utility data to a plurality of software ap-
plications. In one embodiment, the computer system
comprises a first set of adaptors for accessing a plurality
of measurement databases that store measurement data
supplied via a plurality of nodes and derived from meas-
urements of a plurality of parameters of a power grid, a
second set of adaptors configured to access one or more
databases that store property data comprising data of
the plurality of network nodes, a third set of adaptors
configured to access one or more connectivity databases
that store connectivity data comprising the connectivity
of the plurality of nodes, a node map stored in a memory
that includes data sufficient for associating each of the
plurality of nodes with at least one of the plurality of sep-
arate databases, and a data interface responsive to re-
quests from the plurality of software applications and con-
figured to identify one or more of the adaptors to which
to provide data requests based on the node map. At least
some of the data stored by the plurality of measurement
databases may comprise denormalized data. At least
some adaptors of the first set of adaptors may be con-
figured to renormalize denormalized data.
[0007] The invention will be better understood by ref-
erence to the following detailed description taken in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0008] The invention is further described in the detailed
description that follows, by reference to the noted draw-
ings by way of non-limiting illustrative embodiments of
the invention, in which like reference numerals represent
similar parts throughout the drawings. As should be un-
derstood, however, the invention is not limited to the pre-
cise arrangements and instrumentalities shown. In the
drawings:
[0009] Figure 1 is a block diagram of an example utility
data integration system, in accordance with an example
embodiment of the present invention;
[0010] Figure 2 is a block diagram of another example
utility data integration system, in accordance with an ex-
ample embodiment of the present invention; and
[0011] Figure 3 is a flow chart of a method for integrat-
ing utility data, in accordance with an example embodi-
ment of the present invention.

Detailed Description of Illustrative Embodiments

[0012] In the following description, for purposes of ex-
planation and not limitation, specific details are set forth,
such as particular networks, communication systems,
computers, terminals, devices, components, techniques,
data and network protocols, power line communication
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systems (PLCSs), software products and systems, en-
terprise applications, operating systems, development
interfaces, hardware, etc. in order to provide a thorough
understanding of the present invention.
[0013] However, it will be apparent to one skilled in the
art that the present invention may be practiced in other
embodiments that depart from these specific details. De-
tailed descriptions of well-known networks, communica-
tion systems, computers, terminals, devices, compo-
nents, techniques, data and network protocols, software
products and systems, operating systems, development
interfaces, and hardware are omitted so as not to obscure
the description of the present invention.
[0014] The utilities are often structured into a plurality
of departments (system protection, substation mainte-
nance, distribution engineering, planning, power quality,
operations, etc). Each department typically is independ-
ent and has its own IT (Information Technology) systems
where they own the measurement device, data collection
software, database and the analytic tools. Usually, the
third party supplier of the measurement device provides
their proprietary software. The result is that a utility often
has a large collection of databases that are not exposed
to other departments of the utility. These are, in essence,
"islands of data" or "silo systems".
[0015] Examples of the present invention provide a sin-
gle logical repository for all (or most) of the data used by
an electric utility (the repository referred to herein as a
data mart). The data mart includes a plurality of physical
separate databases some of which may be physically
remote from each other. The data of these databases is
typically collected and/or maintained by separate depart-
ments of the electric utility and in some instances, by one
or more third parties. As discussed, only the department
of the utility collecting and maintaining the data typically
has access to its associated data. In embodiments of the
present invention, access to the utility data by other de-
partments and/or third parties may be provided via a Util-
ity Data Integration System (UDIS). The UDIS facilitates
controlled integration of, and access to, data of the data
mart (and in some embodiments, localized processing
of that data) by various departments within the utility and
by third parties, all of which typically would not otherwise
have such access.
[0016] In one example, a plurality of IT systems (such
as those corresponding to different utility departments)
house diverse utility data such as data related to asset
management, work management, Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition (SCADA), GIS, substation automa-
tion, data management system (DMS) and/or other de-
partmental systems of one or more utility companies.
Such data may be integrated in accordance with the
present invention to form a data mart. Each IT system
may be configured to respond to a collection of com-
mands received via the Utility Data Integration System
from other IT systems. For example, a first IT system (of
a first department or remote third party entity) may invoke
a command in a second (different) IT system. This com-

mand may be as simple as "read data" such as a request
for voltage and current data (waveform or RMS) which
the first IT system uses to compute the power factor or
power. Alternately, the command may be more complex
such as a command to run an analytical algorithm (res-
ident on the second IT system) such as a command to
compute (and return) the power and/or power factor.
Such invoking may comprise actually passing the com-
mand but a preferred method may be to pass data or a
"flag" to the receiving IT system. However, the preferred
method requires the secondary IT system have an inter-
face that recognizes the data and/or flags. (there may be
a difference as stated here.
[0017] In some embodiments, the UDIS may include,
or provide access to, applications that are reused by a
multitude of the IT systems. Thus, instead of creating the
same application for different IT systems, the UDIS pro-
vides access to the application for many IT systems. In
summary, the architecture of the UDIS supports four
unique interface services that perform four tasks: (1) Data
Interface Service (e.g., collecting data), (2) Analysis In-
terface Service (e.g., analyzing data), (3) Notification and
Reporting Interface Service (e.g., generating alarms and
reports), and (4) Control Interface Service (e.g., control-
ling equipment).
[0018] Figure 1 depicts a high level schematic of an
example embodiment of utility data integration system
100 configured to facilitate a plurality of applications 116
accessing data (i.e., requesting the data or requesting
data derived from processing of the data) of the data mart
101 (databases 102, 104, 106).
[0019] The system 100 may include three or more ar-
chitectural layers. A first layer may comprise the data-
bases 102, 104, 106 of utility company data forming a
portion of the data mart. Another layer may include var-
ious applications 116 being run by the IT systems of the
various respective utility company departments. This ap-
plication layer also may include applications of third par-
ties that allow them (and others) to access all or some
or the utility data. The departments and third parties ac-
cessing the utility data are referred to herein as consum-
ers. Between the first layer and application layer is an-
other portion of the datamart referred to as a data inte-
gration layer 107 providing various adaptors 143 and in-
terfaces 108-114 that may generate or respond to re-
quests for data. In some embodiments a fourth layer also
may be present (see Figure 2) which includes the sys-
tems and applications for collecting utility data from the
field (e.g., the power distribution network) and for storing
such data in one or more databases.
[0020] The many applications being served by the Util-
ity Data Integration System (UDIS) 100 may perform var-
ious types of utility data processing. Three categories of
data may be accessed via the UDIS for such processing.
One category includes the utility measurement data 102,
which includes data from measurements of one or more
of the plurality of utility parameters at various locations
in the power distribution system. For example, this data
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may include low voltage power line and medium voltage
power line (a) voltage data (RMS and waveform), (b) cur-
rent data (RMS and waveform), (c) harmonics waveform
data, (d) power data, (e) power factor data, (e) power line
impedance data, etc.
[0021] Another category of data is asset property data
104. The assets, in the case of a power utility, may com-
prise transformers, sensing devices, switches, reclosers,
capacitor banks, breakers, relays, utility poles, meters,
bushings, communication devices and other equipment
which form part of a power distribution system (including
its associated communication system). The utility asset
property data includes identifying and other information
about the asset (e.g., properties). For example, a trans-
former’s property data may include, among other prop-
erties, the transformer’s power rating, rated efficiency,
location, date of installation, and date of last service. In
some instances, the asset may contain its own measure-
ment capability (e.g. a Schweitzer relay). In other cases,
the measurement device may be physically attached to
the asset (e.g. Micom M871). In the case where the
measurement device is a separate (attached or co-locat-
ed) piece of equipment, the measurement device and its
properties also may be stored in an asset property data
database although its connectivity (other than to the as-
set with which it is co-located) need not be part of the
utility network topology data.
[0022] The third data category is the utility network to-
pology data 106. A utility system may be considered a
network of nodes (e.g., assets) that are interconnected
and from which data is collected. The network topology
data includes information related to the connectivity of
the network nodes. In other words, network topology re-
fers to the connectivity of the various devices within the
utility network. Identifying information concerning one or
more network topologies may be stored for the one or
more utility companies. In various embodiments, a node
within a network’s topology may be a consumer’s utility
meter, a distribution transformer, a power line communi-
cation device serving a neighborhood, a switch, or a
backhaul device serving a portion of the power grid. The
network topology data may include connectivity data for
such nodes such as the siblings, parent, or children for
a given node and may also include spatial information.
Such a hierarchical structure is only one example of such
data and various embodiments may include other
schemes for the network topology data. It is worth noting
that a single database may include one, two or all three
categories of data and network topology data may exist
in more than one database, so that, in some systems,
the only way to access the complete topology is through
the data mart.
[0023] By allowing access to the raw measurement da-
ta, the properties of the asset to which the measurement
data pertains, and the location of the asset within the
network topology, extensive processing and analysis
may be performed for various purposes.
[0024] The data sources 102-106 may be accessed

by various clients applications 116 via the interface layer
107, which, in essence, hides the complexity of the un-
derlying data and presents the data to the clients in uni-
form manner. This architecture allows a utility to consol-
idate separate islands of data into a single data ware-
house (the data mart) that can be used across a plurality
(all) departments. The data mart is the "logical" repository
of all utility data to be used by the utility as well as client
applications. Being a "logical" single repository, the data
mart may consist of a number of physical databases in-
cluding both the utility’s database as well as other utility’s
databases and including a utility’s SCADA historian and
asset databases. As discussed, these databases may
be physically separate and distributed and also main-
tained and controlled by separate IT systems.
[0025] Data models can generally be categorized as
one of two types; the physical data model and the logical
data model. Data models are independent of the actual
database. Data consumers that use data based of the
data model often will have no knowledge about the data
persistence mechanism (how the data is stored). For ex-
ample, it could be stored via Microsoft SQL, MySQL, Or-
acle, or any number of proprietary database systems. A
data model may also define the schema and/or record
layout within the database.
[0026] A physical data model is primarily used to define
the actual structure of the data. This structure eventually
determines the schema or layout of data in a database.
In many systems this physical data model is sufficient
and applications can be developed that operate directly
against the physical data model.
[0027] A logical data model is an abstraction of the
physical data model. The abstraction does not have to
have knowledge of the actual structure of the data in the
physical data model. In some cases a logical model is
unnecessary. For example, a logical data model is un-
necessary if a database simply needed to store employee
records and the data for each employee was name, social
security number, and start date.
[0028] In summary, the physical data model can be
considered the actual layout of the data at the record and
table level (schema) of how the data is stored. The logical
data model is the abstract or generic description of the
data at the entity level and how it maps to the problem
domain. The problem domain in embodiments of the
present invention comprises the physical electrical sys-
tem. Once data (e.g., measurement, property, connec-
tivity) is mapped to the physical point in the system it then
becomes usable and an application can, for example,
then "ask" a transformer for its load data, dissolved gas
data and fault data regardless of the devices that made
the measurements. An API (Application Programming In-
terface) includes specific rules and specifications (con-
ventions) that define an abstraction of the underlying data
and services available to application developers. The
software implementation of the API 142 may be a set of
functions, procedures, methods, classes, protocols, etc.
that an operation system, library, or service (i.e., the UDIS
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in this embodiment) provides to support requests made
by the applications. The API is defined at a higher level,
rather than an explicit low level description of how data
is laid out in the database. Drivers 132 are provided to
allow the APIs 142 to interact with the various databases
that form the datamart.
[0029] A database adapter (e.g., the driver portion) ac-
cesses proprietary (sometimes denormalized) data and
converts it to the abstract (normalized, if necessary) for-
mat such as a format published in an interface specifica-
tion. For example, an API 142 may be designed to sup-
port requests for five minute bucketed energy data. An
application may request that data for a particular meas-
urement point (such as, for example, a pole top distribu-
tion transformer) for a given time data range. The "best"
data may be stored as meter accumulated energy pulses.
The driver 132 would access the accumulated pulses for
the date time range specified and convert that data to
five minute bucketed energy data, then make it available
using the API 142. Thus, the adaptor 143 issues com-
mands to the database (or associated IT system). Once
the database sends data back to the driver 132, the driver
132 may provide the data to the API 142 to provide to
the interface server 114.
[0030] In one embodiment, the data mart utilizes a log-
ical data model. Arbitrarily complex applications can be
developed against the abstract logical data model. As
new data sources become available, only a database
adaptor for the new data source need be developed to
allow the applications to take advantage of the new data.
While the API (implemented by the DIIS) does have to
support new functions over time, this will be less frequent
over time and far less frequent than providing a new driv-
ers.
[0031] While the logical data model may make appli-
cation development easier; the performance of the data
access typically will not be as good as when using direct
access to the raw data. For this reason the abstract data
model need not be used when large quantities of data
need to be moved into or out of the database in a short
period of time (high bandwidth operations). The embod-
iments described herein, however, use a logical data
model.
[0032] In an example embodiment, a utility data holder
may provide the UDIS as a service to various clients.
Consider the example where a third party maintains the
UDIS for clients including one or more utility companies.
Consider also that the utility data sources of the utility
companies form the data mart. In particular, the data in-
tegration system embodying the data mart is integrated
within a plurality of participating utilities’ IT infrastructure.
Thus, each utility may be both consumers of data from
the disparate IT systems and suppliers of data to the
participating utility companies. In an example embodi-
ment, network model data from a first utility’s demand
management system (DMS) may be used for a second
utility’s application. Further, such second utility’s appli-
cation may supply alarms and analyses to the first utility’s

work management system.
[0033] Historically the extraction, transformation and
load (ETL) process is one of the most complex and costly
pieces of data integration during the development of any
technology implementation. Often, when designers turn
to the task of designing and deploying their ETL proc-
esses, the tendency is to look only at the raw data. How-
ever, quite often corporate information architecture is
built upon a wide range of diverse and complex databas-
es, purchased applications and custom developed solu-
tions. Systems integration is an extremely difficult job,
ensuring all these disparate repositories are up to date
and synchronized in terms of the data, structures and
metadata. The primary focus of applications developed
to address this problem is data conversion, for example,
merging all the different data into a single repository.
[0034] Most data is stored in a utility database in what
is considered a denormalized state. The data may be
split up based on optimizations of data storage and per-
formance. A very simple example would be storing ad-
dresses where, instead of storing the state name (e.g.,
Maryland, Virginia, etc.) along with an address, a number
between 1 and 50 is stored instead. To reconstruct the
address (normalize it) the state name is looked up (re-
trieved) using the number.
[0035] Denormalization techniques can be very com-
plex, they can also vary significantly from database to
database even when the same data is being stored.
Renormalization can be done in a number of ways.

1. Simply publish the schema which defines the De-
normalization, data consumers then access the raw
data and renormalize it how they see fit.
2. Publish queries to be used to access the data
where the queries renormalize the data. Data con-
sumers simply include the queries in their applica-
tions.
3. Create stored procedures and views of the data,
although this limits access to the data to only the
procedures and views (no direct data access).
4. Develop Entity objects that represent the normal-
ized data structures.
5. Develop an interface specification for all access
to the underlying data.

[0036] The problem of renormalization is compounded
when you have little or no control over the denormaliza-
tion process such as, for example, when accessing data
stored by a third party. In the list above, only the last two
items are sufficiently abstracted from the underlying data
structures to allow applications to be developed that have
no intimate knowledge of the underlying denormalized
data. Of those last two only the last allows fully independ-
ent development. Item four requires all development stay
in sync as changes are made to the entity objects.
[0037] Various embodiments of the present invention
employ an interface layer 107 designed to an interface
specification for accessing the data of the logical data
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model and may have advantages over the other methods
described above.
[0038] The integration layer 107 may provide various
functions, including security functions and command
processing. The security functions may be performed to
verify that a given system (or user) requesting data is to
be permitted access to specific utility data.
[0039] In furtherance of providing security, the control-
ling entity such as the owner of the data (e.g., a utility or
UDIS provider) may create rules for controlling the ac-
cess to and processing of data by various entities (e.g.,
applications, departments, third parties, etc.). Thus, the
consumer seeking access to data via the UDIS 100 may
do so in accordance with predetermined rules and, there-
fore, within the bounds and constraints provided by the
owner of the data to thereby control the accessibility of
data.
[0040] Further, the controlling entity (e.g., the utility
owning the data or provider of the UDIS) may provide
limitations and controls on the type of client that may
access specific data. In one example embodiment, ac-
cess to data may be limited by specific client (consumer),
type of consumer, IT system, as a whole to all consumers,
specific application, type of application, etc. In some em-
bodiments multiple layers of security and control may be
implemented: one by a controlling entity (e.g., the utility
company as owner of the data) and one by another party
(e.g., a party maintaining the data such as a department
IT system). Access may be controlled based on any of
the type of data, the quality of data, and the granularity
of the data. Examples of different types of data include
energy data, harmonic data, and power factor data. Qual-
ity of the data refers to the "properties of the data". For
example a group may receive meter data but not have
access to the name and address of the customer. As for
granularity, a planning group may get fifteen minute av-
erage loading data but not the five second SCADA op-
erational data. An advantage of such security is that for
some embodiments, data may be stored at a third party
data center and still remain under the control of the con-
trolling entity (e.g., utility company). Privileges may be
expanded or diminished, for example, according to pric-
ing, licensing arrangements, and/or another business
model.
[0041] As discussed, the data integration interface
server may process commands. Command processing
may include correlating a command or instruction from
a given application 116 with one or more appropriate
adaptors 143 for gathering data from among the three
types of data referenced above. In a specific embodi-
ment, the integration layer 107 may include a data inte-
gration interface server 114 which communicates with
requesting applications from the IT systems of the vari-
ous utility departments (or other data consumers). A
measurement data interface 108, asset property inter-
face 110, and network topology interface 112 may com-
municate with (or form the "back end" of) the data inte-
gration interface server 114. The measurement data in-

terface 108 may serve to route commands (or make re-
quests) to one or more appropriate database adaptors
of specific measurement data sources (e.g., databases).
The asset property interface 110 may serve to route com-
mands (or make requests) to the appropriate database
adaptors of the data source for a specific asset’s prop-
erties. The network topology interface 112 may serve to
route commands (or make requests) to the appropriate
database adaptors for accessing data from a specific net-
work topology data source. The interface server may
have access to a map stored in memory (also may be
called a dictionary), which is a database that allows the
server 114 to determine which database adaptors to use
to access what data. This map may be manually created
or can be automated. Given the connectivity data re-
quested, and the time date the interface will "know" which
database adaptor 143 (or driver 132) from which to re-
quest the data.
[0042] Figure 2 depicts a specific embodiment of a
UDIS 100 in more detail, including the databases 120
(raw utility data), data integration layer 107, client appli-
cations 116, and the data collection and storage modules
122. The data collection and storage elements 122 in-
cludes the devices, and in some cases manpower, used
to obtain utility data from the field and save the raw col-
lected measurement data within various databases. In
addition, the properties of various assets associated with
the measurement data may be identified, as may the net-
work topology for locating an asset within the network,
and stored via any suitable means. In some embodi-
ments, applications 116 may be used to retrieve the data
for use in the field by various utility system devices.
[0043] There are many types of measurement data
that may be obtained. In one example, a utility company
may have an non-operational database system 102a, a
measurement database system 102b, a collector data-
base system 102c, an eDNA database system 102d, a
PII database system 102e, and a view database system
102f. The non-operational database system that contains
non-operational data collected at substations and by a
power line communications system (e.g., from measure-
ment devices at transformers). The measurement data-
base 102b stores measurement data of power parame-
ters (e.g., voltage, current, power, etc.). The collector da-
tabase system 102c stores metering data collected from
the utility meters collected, for example, via a PLCS. eD-
NA and the PII databases are SCADA historians that
store simple SCADA data (time/date, value and node
number). The view database system 102f stores network
information. Asset property data may include a GIS da-
tabase system 104a (e.g. storing location information for
assets) and asset database system 104b. Network to-
pology data may be stored in a DMS database system
106a and/or a SCADA database system 106b. Each of
these databases will have an adaptor 143 for accessing
the stored data.
[0044] In some embodiments the network topology da-
tabase 106a-b may be maintained by a third party appli-
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cation i.e. DMS, SCADA, GIS, or an Asset Management
System.
[0045] At the data integration layer 107 are various
adapters formed of a APIs 142a-f, 144a-b, and 146a-b
and driver codes 132a-j (having specific knowledge of
the associated database). In this example embodiment
at least one adaptor exists for each database system to
be accessed. Thus, as shown in Figure 2, a given API
142a may generate a request for a corresponding driver
132a to a corresponding database system 102a. The
APIs 142 of the adaptors support the common interface
required by the data integration interface server 114 The
drivers 132 have the detailed knowledge of the underly-
ing database structure to make data requests.
[0046] The data integration layer 107 also includes var-
ious interfaces 108-112. The measurement data inter-
face 108 handles requests to the measurements data-
bases 102a-f. The asset property interface 110 handles
requests to the measurements asset property 104a-b.
The network connectivity interface 112 handles requests
for the network topology databases 106a-b. In particular
each of the interfaces 108-112 distributes a request to
one or more appropriate adaptors 143. The data integra-
tion interface server 114 receives requests from all client
applications 116 and determines which data requests to
generate and where to transmit such requests (e.g., the
measurement data interface 108, asset property inter-
face 110 and/or network topology interface 112). In this
example embodiment, each of the Data Integration In-
terface Server 114, the measurement data interface 108,
the asset property interface 110 and the network topology
interface 112 may be formed of one or more computer
systems and associated program code and also be phys-
ically remote from each other or co-located. Before rout-
ing the request through, the DIIS114 of the data integra-
tion layer 107, using its map (or dictionary), will convert
the UUID that the application provided with the data re-
quest into the correct Node ID for the adaptor 143 that
the DIIS 114 has determined the best adaptor 143 to
service the request.
[0047] The client applications 116 include applications
which may generate requests for utility data (and re-
quests to invoke an application on the remote IT system
such as, for example, to receive data derived from utility
data) that is accessible through the UDIS 100a. These
applications may include utility IT system applications
116a and third party applications 116b. In an example
embodiment a utility may implement a plurality of smart
grid applications 116c. Such applications may include a
run time threshold monitor 144, an HMI (Human Machine
Interface) application 146, a charting application 148,
analysis modules 150, and reports/notification applica-
tions 152. The run time threshold monitor 144 may in-
clude one or more applications for processing utility
measurement data to determine whether utility measure-
ment data meets (including exceeds) one or more thresh-
olds (e.g., low voltage too low, low voltage too high, etc.).
Such applications may be implemented for a given asset,

a set of assets, a given utility company, or multiple utility
companies. The HMI application(s) 146 process utility
data HMI or Human Machine Interface is the nomencla-
ture often used by the utility for their GUI (graphical users
interface). The HMI is used to show the status of the
system in terms of its physical layout as a geospatial or
one-line presentation as well as the interfaces to view
data in various ways (charting and graphing and analyt-
ical reports) as well as administration interfaces. The
charting applications 148 provide various display views
of historical and maintenance data, and may include tab-
ular displays and charting of such data. Analysis appli-
cations 150 may be implemented for evaluating perform-
ance, maintenance needs and/or other functions desir-
able for operating and maintaining utility company oper-
ations. For example, the analysis applications may proc-
ess utility data to detect power outages (e.g., the location
and time of a power outage), power restoration, over-
loaded distributed transformers, under loaded distributed
transformers, power factor values, power harmonic val-
ues, etc. Various reports and messages or other notifi-
cations may be generated by application 152 in response
to analyses performed by the analysis module.
[0048] In some instances the utility may not have any
data or complete data for the network topology. In this
situation, one or more applications 162 may be used to
complete the connectivity network model of the topology.
The application 162 may use any data available through
the UDIS 100 to build and maintain the network topology
model. In addition, the application 162 may be used to
update the topology model..
[0049] In some embodiments there may be additional
data and client applications for maintaining the UDIS
100a in a database 160. The application 162 may read
and write to the database 160 to control the storage of
network topology (i.e., connectivity of nodes). In addition,
some client applications may have privilege to access
and alter the data. Accordingly, the database 160 may
have an associated database adaptor 143 (comprising
an application interface 166 and driver 164). A client ap-
plication 116 may make a request to change the data by
issuing one or more commands to the data integration
interface 114. The command(s) may be directed to the
network topology interface 112, which in turn generates
a request for the driver 164 to access the database 160
via the API 166.
[0050] Following are details on implementing the inter-
faces 108-114 of the data integration layer 107 for an
example embodiment.

Data Integration Interface Server 114

[0051] The primary function of the Data Integration In-
terface Server (DIIS) 114 is to present a single uniform
interface to data consumers (applications), and route re-
quests for data to the correct adaptor 143 having the
correct driver 132. The DIIS may interact with three types
of data: measurement data; asset property data; and net-
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work topology data (node connectivity).
[0052] One of the complex functions of the DIIS is to
route a request for data to the correct interface adaptor
143. A request to the DIIS may contain a Universally
Unique Identifier (UUID), a Date Time range, and Meas-
urement Category. Examples of some measurement cat-
egories include power measurement data (such as volts,
amps, watts, vars, VA, PF), fault data (such as waveforms
and min/max values), asset measurement data (such as
temperatures, dissolved gasses and fan motor current),
and digital status data (such as the position (open or
closed) of circuit switches and breakers). To accomplish
this, the DIIS maintains a map stored in memory. The
map includes a UUID for every node (asset) along with
information identifying the interface adaptor supporting
the node. The map may be automatically updated. The
interface specification describes the functions/data/pa-
rameters supported by the UDIS. When a new adaptor
is created, it knows what functions/data/parameters it
supports, referenced by what range of nodes (UUIDs)
and for what time/date range. A "discovery" application
uses the data known to the adaptor to update the map
of the DIIS 114.

Measurement Data Interface 108

[0053] The Measurement Data Interface is the inter-
face receiving commands when data consumers they
want either single value or waveform data associated
with a node. For example, the data consumer wants all
the KW values for a given node between July 4th 2007
00:00:00 and July 5th 2007 00:00:00. The data consumer
does not need to have knowledge about how the data is
stored, where it is stored, or whether it is in an SQL da-
tabase or a proprietary system like eDNA or PII. In one
example embodiment, the implemented interface always
returns the data the same way from every adaptor. This
interface 108 may have two distinct parts - one for single
measured values like RMS Volts, and another for wave-
form (e.g., oscillography) data. Each of these two may
include both simple and complex interfaces. A "simple
interface" is an interface in which the data is unproc-
essed. A complex interface will process the data. A sim-
ple example is where the adaptor may be able to support
a request for fifteen minute bucketed energy data even
though the energy data in the database may not be stored
in fifteen minute intervals. A simple interface may support
only the presentation of waveforms but a complex inter-
face may support computing the rms value of each cycle
of that waveform.

Node Property Interface 110

[0054] The Asset Property Interface 110 receives com-
mands when data consumers request specific informa-
tion about a node (also referred to herein as an "asset").
For example the equipment serial number is a property
as is the ability to measure dissolved gasses. Node prop-

erties can be arbitrarily complex. The interface 110 allows
an associated adaptor 143 to return any number of prop-
erties in a way that can be understood by the data con-
sumers regardless of each node’s UUID or type of prop-
erties. Again the data consumer does not have to know
the storage details. The interface 108 will support both a
method to return all properties and a request for a specific
property.

Network Topology Interface 112

[0055] To perform useful analysis an application will
often need to know how a specific node is electrically
connected to the rest of the power grid. This interface
supports requests to retrieve this connectivity informa-
tion. For example, a data consumer that has been notified
that a data measurement of a node has fallen outside a
specific range can pass that node (its UUID) to the net-
work topology interface 112 and request the identity of a
parent node, child nodes, sibling nodes, and/or associ-
ated nodes, which in turn may be used to request their
associated property and measurement data. The Net-
work Topology interface 112 must have sufficient prop-
erties and functions so that a data consumer can traverse
the returned informational tree in a normalized manner
to aid in analysis applications. For example, a "voltage
control" application may need network connectivity infor-
mation. The control of voltage is done at the substation
by changing the taps on a secondary of the transformer.
One important requirement of the application is to not
reduce the voltage supplied by the substation below a
voltage where the voltage at the customer premises
drops below an acceptable threshold level. Therefore,
the voltage control application needs to know voltages
of all of the circuits, transformers and, in some instances,
the actual customer premises downstream of the sub-
station. Thus, the application can request the identity of
downstream nodes and then request measurement data
from them. It is worth noting that connectivity is not a
static function and the real time network connectivity
changes based upon switch and breaker positions.
[0056] The figures include three interface blocks la-
beled Network topology Interface 112, Asset Property
Interface 110, and Measurement Data Interface 108 that
are shown as separate blocks. These may be considered
part of the DIIS 114, specifically the back end of the DIIS
and configured to communicate with their respective
adaptors 143.
[0057] The adaptors 143 have two primary functional
sections. The "Back End" or driver 132 is designed to
make use of detailed intimate knowledge of the database
or other storage mechanism used. Thus, it is designed
(or has an understanding of) the physical schema, any
stored procedures, and any other methods available to
write, read and save data. The "Front End" or APIs 142
implements an interface to receive commands, process
data, and provide data to the Data Integration Interface
Server 114 (or interface 108-112).
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[0058] In one example embodiment, the client appli-
cations provide data requests that include a UUID to the
DIIS, which routes requests to the proper database adap-
tor 143. Prior to the routing, the DIIS converts the UUID
in the request to the node ID known in the database to
be accessed. The same node (physical node such as a
transformer) may be present in multiple databases man-
aged by different adaptors. So a given physical node that
will have a UUID, there may be measurement and prop-
erty data in multiple databases where each database has
its own identifier for that physical node. The driver 132
of the adaptor 143 will have intimate knowledge of the
database for which it is responsible and will only under-
stand the local IDs of nodes in its own database. Only
the data service interface server 114 communicates with
the database adaptor. All database adaptors support a
minimum subset of an overall database API. The adap-
tors 143 register themselves with the data service inter-
face. During registration the API 142 of the adaptor 143
will give the data service interface server 114 (a) a list of
its own local IDs; (b) If applicable, a start and end date
and time for data available for each node; and (c) the
data service interface server 114 will assign a unique
identifier for the database adaptor 143. Accordingly, the
data of a database may contain a start and end date. An
array of measurement categories may be included for
the case where different databases have the same node
differentiated only by measurement categories. The sys-
tem may also use a numeric Node ID and a string iden-
tifier (a node name) to identify each asset which should
satisfy any individual database’s requirement.
[0059] All data consumers may use the UUID to re-
quest node data. The DIIS 114 may perform the lookup,
then using the date range and measurement category,
route the request to the appropriate adaptor 143.

Utility Data Integration Method

[0060] Figure 3 shows a specific embodiment of a util-
ity data integration method 200 according to the present
invention, in which data may be served from among a
plurality of utility-data physical databases (e.g., databas-
es 102, 104, 106) to various client utility-analysis soft-
ware applications 116. At step 202 a data request is re-
ceived at a data integration interface server 144 from a
client utility-analysis software application 116. At step
204, the type of data to be accessed is determined such
as determining whether the data request seeks one or
more of multiple types of data, including utility measure-
ment data, utility network node property data, and utility
network node topology data. At step 206, one or more
adaptors 143 (formed of 132 and 142) are identified for
accessing the retrieving data based upon the data range
request by accessing a UUID to Adaptor and node ID
map (stored in memory). In another embodiment, the
adaptor 143 is identified based on a UUID in the request,
thus, in some embodiments, step 204 may be omitted.
At step 208, the data request is routed to the each one

of the one or more identified adaptors 143. At step 210,
for a data request encompassing measurement data, a
first storage system is accessed to retrieve utility trans-
mission and distribution measurement data using a first
adaptor 143 coupled to the database. At step 212, for a
data request encompassing utility node property data, a
second storage system may be accessed to retrieve util-
ity network node property data using a second adaptor
coupled to the database. At step 214, for a data request
encompassing utility node topology data, a third storage
system is accessed to retrieve connectivity data using a
third adaptor 143 coupled to the database. Accordingly,
utility is retrieved or accessed by the client application
115.
[0061] An example of an application using the data
service interface is the following::

1. An application starts out with a UUID of a trans-
former and seeks to obtain dissolved gas data for
the transformer. Using the UUID the application calls
the DIIS requesting all the measurement points
owned by the transformer associated with the UUID.
2. The DIIS uses its maintained map to determine
which database adaptor (or driver) to use and what
is the local database node ID.
3. The DIIS then calls the identified adaptor (or driver)
asking for the data. In this example, it requests the
data from a database adaptor 143 that is managing
a node connectivity database.
4. The DIIS receives a response, which in this ex-
ample comprises data in the form of an array of local
node IDs (the measurement points owned by the
transformer associated with the UUID).
5. The DIIS, using its map again, converts the local
node IDs in the array to UUID(s) and sends the re-
sults back to the application that made the request.
6. The application processes the array and finds a
measurement point that contains dissolved gas
measurement data.
7. The application calls the DIIS again using the
UUID of the measurement point and, this time, a date
range of required data for that measurement point.
8. The DIIS, again using its map, then calls the da-
tabase adaptor 143 (or driver 132) requesting the
data.
9. The application now has enough information to
run a diagnostic. After running the diagnostic, the
application determines it needs some specific prop-
erties for this transformer, such as the date of pur-
chase and load rating.
10. Using the UUID, the application calls the DIIS
asking for all the asset properties of the transformer.
11. The DIIS uses it maintained map to find the da-
tabase adaptor (or driver) to use and the local data-
base node ID.
12. The DIIS then calls the database adaptor (or driv-
er) asking for the data (in this example, it is a data-
base adaptor that is managing an asset property da-
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tabase).
13. The database adaptor (or driver) returns an array
of properties back to the DIIS.
14. The DIIS returns the array back to the calling
application.

[0062] It is worth noting that some embodiments may
omit certain functionality and/or components. For exam-
ple, in alternate embodiments the APIs 142 may not be
implemented in which case the DIIS 114 may communi-
cate directly with the drivers 132. It is to be understood
that the components described herein including the DIIS
114, drivers 132, APIs 142, interfaces 108-112, and other
components may each be formed of one or more com-
puter systems (each comprising a plurality of computers,
some of which may not be co-located with other comput-
ers of the computer system (i.e., a distributed computer
system)) and program code stored in one or more tangi-
ble mediums that is executable to provide the described
functionality. In addition, some program code and/or
computer systems may be used to provide the function-
ality of multiple components.
[0063] It is to be understood that the foregoing illustra-
tive embodiments have been provided merely for the pur-
pose of explanation and are in no way to be construed
as limiting of the invention. Words used herein are words
of description and illustration, rather than words of limi-
tation. In addition, the advantages and objectives de-
scribed herein may not be realized by each and every
embodiment practicing the present invention. Further, al-
though the invention has been described herein with ref-
erence to particular structure, materials and/or embodi-
ments, the invention is not intended to be limited to the
particulars disclosed herein. Rather, the invention ex-
tends to all functionally equivalent structures, methods
and uses, such as are within the scope of the appended
claims. Those skilled in the art, having the benefit of the
teachings of this specification, may affect numerous
modifications thereto and changes may be made without
departing from the scope and spirit of the invention.

Claims

1. A method of using a computer system to provide
access to a plurality of physical databases that store
utility data to a plurality of software applications and
wherein the utility data is collected via a plurality of
nodes, comprising:

receiving a data request that includes a univer-
sal node identifier identifying a node from a soft-
ware application;
maintaining a node map in a memory that in-
cludes data mapping a plurality of universal
node identifiers to a plurality of local node iden-
tifiers used by the plurality of databases;
accessing the node map to determine a local

node identifier associated with the universal
node identifier of the data request;
selecting one or more database adaptors for re-
trieving data for the data request based on data
in the node map;
providing a data access request that includes
the determined local node identifier to the one
or more database adaptors;
receiving data from the one or more adaptors in
response to the data access request; and
based on the received data, providing a re-
sponse to the data request to the software ap-
plication.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the plu-
rality of physically separate databases collectively
store:

measurement data derived from measurements
of a plurality of parameters of a power grid and
supplied via a plurality of network nodes;
property data comprising data of each of the plu-
rality of network nodes; and
connectivity data comprising data of the connec-
tivity of the plurality of network nodes;

3. The method according to claim 1 or claim 2, further
comprising dynamically updating the node map upon
receiving update data from an adaptor.

4. The method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein each adaptor comprises a driver
comprising program code for accessing at least one
of the plurality of databases.

5. The method according to any one of the preceding
claims, wherein at least some adaptors further com-
prise an application programming interface program
code segment configured to communicate with the
driver of the adaptor.

6. The method according to any one of the preceding
claims, further comprising storing one or more rules
for controlling access to data of the plurality of data-
bases.

7. A computer system for providing data from a plurality
of physical databases to a plurality of software ap-
plications, comprising:

a first set of adaptors, each configured to access
one or more of a plurality of measurement da-
tabases that store measurement data supplied
via a plurality of network nodes and derived from
measurements of a plurality of parameters of a
power grid;
a second set of adaptors, each configured to
access one or more databases that store node
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property data comprising data of the plurality of
network nodes;
a third set of adaptors configured to access one
or more connectivity databases that store con-
nectivity data comprising data of the connectivity
of the plurality of network nodes;
a node map stored in a memory map that in-
cludes data sufficient for associating each of the
plurality of nodes with at least one of the plurality
of separate databases; and
a data interface server responsive to requests
from the plurality of software applications and
configured to identify one or more adaptors of
the first set of adaptors, second set of adaptors,
or third set of adaptors, to provide data requests
based information in the node map.

8. The system according to claim 7, wherein said data
interface server is configured to dynamically update
the node map upon receiving update data from an
adaptor.

9. The system according to claim 7 or claim 8, wherein
the first set of adaptors comprise a plurality of adap-
tors; and
wherein the measurement databases includes volt-
age data.

10. The system according to any one of claims 7 to 9,
wherein each adaptor of the first set of adaptors com-
prises a driver comprising program code for access-
ing at least one of the plurality of measurement da-
tabases.

11. The system according to claim 10, wherein at least
some adaptors of the first set of adaptors further
comprise application programming interface pro-
gram code configured to communicate with a driver
of the adaptor.

12. The system according to any one of claims 7 to 11,
wherein said data interface server is configured to
store one or more rules for controlling access to data
of the plurality of databases.

13. The system according to claim 12 or the method ac-
cording to claim 6, wherein at least one of the stored
rules restricts access to data based on the request-
ing application.

14. The system according to claim 12 or the method ac-
cording to claim 6, wherein at least one of the stored
rules restricts access to data based on an identity of
the requesting entity.

15. The system according to claim 12 or the method ac-
cording to claim 6, wherein at least one of the stored
rules restricts access to data based on the type of

data to be accessed.
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